
Preface 

Growing up in Southern California in the 1970s and '80s, 
I watched a lot of television but never with closed cap
tioning. (I was eleven years old when closed-captioned TV 
was introduced in March 1980.) I didn't have any deaf or 
hard-of-hearing friends. No deaf neighbors or relatives that 
I knew of. I grasped what closed captioning was at a rudi-
mentary level but didn' t have any real experiences with it. 
I grew up a hearing kid in a hearing family. 

Everything changed in 1997, with the birth of our sec
ond son. When he was about eight months old, audio
logical tests confirmed what we had suspected: Pierce was 
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b~ with profound hearing loss in both ears. Hearing aids 
a~ other accommodations, including closed captioning, 
quickly followed. We started watching everything with 
closed captions, even though he was, at fust, too young to 
read them. Because it's a hassle to toggle TV captions on 
and off without a handy "cc" button on the remote, we left 
the captions on all the time. We watched DVDs with closed 
captions too, and at some point- ! can't recall the exact 
moment when this first happened, but it feels like forever 
ago-his mom and I began watching DVDs with caption
ing even when the kids were out of the room. While these 
days I can still suffer through an uncaptioned movie at the 
theater if I have to, I much prefer to watch everything with 
closed captioning. I have come to rely on captions not only 
to catch what I've missed but also to make sense of what 
I'm hearing. There's something about reading a movie-i.e., 
experiencing it through the rhetorical transcription of its 
soundtrack- that provides a level of access and satisfaction 
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01 Reading words and rudlng sounds. 
In this ~me from 1M Gnmd BudaptSt H<Xt#, Zero (Tony Revolofl) aod his fiancee AgatN 
(Saoine Ronan) stand m a two-shot on a r.ghttd carou\1'4 dunng a winters night The 

young woman Sits on ' carousel horse while the young man fa<es her wllh his hands rest· 

1ng on the horse's head. She reads the mscnptlon he WTote for her"Ji a bof. ot rom iitlc 
poetry he JUSt gave her A closed caption, (llADING}, '" stamped lne!Jgantly~ to 
"ead Printed on open subtitles wlth 1 scnpt typeface iltthe bottom of the screen are tht 
words she os read ng "For my dearest, darlong.• FoK ~archlrght Ptetures. 201 <4. Slu-llay 

http./J Read1119Sounds.netJpreface/tfrgurt t . 

I can't quite seem to reach without captlom. 1 don't have to work as 
hard to follow what's going on. I don't have to worry o much about 
the "vocal epidemic" of actors who are increasingly prone to "mumble" 
their way through their lines (Simkins 2013). Wtth captions I don't miss 
characters' names. Or, put another way, captions tell me which ounds 
are proper nouns. Captions can be a helpful lifeline in movies with 
strange or unusual names for characters, places, and things. In the Harry 
Potter movies, for example, viewers who haven't read the books (ahem) 
are plunged into a strange world of new nouns (see figure 0.2). 

Captions also allow me to focus on important nonspeech sounds be
cause the captioner has rescued them from the teemmg soundscape and 
made them vis'bl · · · -l em wntmg, whtch, as we will see in chapter S, can be a 
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mixed blessing. I'm not alone in this feeling. People who have difficulty 
processing sensory or speech information , or who process it differently, 
have reportedly found similar benefits from closed captioning, because 
it allows them to bypass the cognitive interference and tap into the 
mean ing of the sound through a different channel. For example, judith 
Garman (2011) has argued that closed captionin g can help people on 
the autistic spectrum who have difficul ty d iscerning significant sounds, 
because captioning "gives a greater depth of understanding and context 
by providing a second input stream." 

This example and others are inten ded to remind us that hearing view
ers can benefit from closed caption ing too. Popular examp les include 
the child learning to read, the adult o r child learning a second language, 
the individual with a cogn itive disability who may benefit from having 

o 2 Captions clarify. 
Unusual words and neolog1sms are made more access1ble to caption viewers in this frame 
from Harry Potter and the Pnsontr of Azkobon. Harry Potter (Daniel Radcliffe) stands next to 

Sinus Black (Gary Oldman) as they both face the camera. The scene 1s a dark countryside, 

woth a large tree and forebodong sky 1n the background. The tree is the Whomping Willow, 

and four people kneel at the base of it, though 1t 1s hard to make them out in the darlcness 

of the scene and at the distance from which Harry and Sinus are standing. The frame's 

caption is: •PETTICifW: Turn me Into a flobberworm. Anything but the dementors!• This 

fatnt line of daalogue is uttered by Peter Pettigrew (Timothy Spall), one of the characters 

kneehng at the tree. (In the DVD version, there's no speaker identifier attached to thiS 
line.) When the focus shifts from Harry and Sirius to the characters at the tree, we begin to 

understand. This low line of dialogue in the distance, with its unusual neologisms, IS made 

loud and clear when captiontd. Warner Bros, 2004. Blu-Rily. http://ReitdingSounds.net 

/prtface/lffigure2. 
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acce to multiple tream\ (audio and te:-..t), thl' college tudcnt review
ing and earching recorded lt:cturc prior to an t'xam, the nigh t .o" :' who 
doesn't want to wake a '\lecping partner or rhtld, the trl·admlll Jogg~r 
at the neighborhood gym facing a bank ot mutl'd IV~. and anyone try
ing to watch TV in a noi \ environmrnt (a trport , rt·~taurant, nightclub, 
etc.) When "changes tn one's abtlitics based on environment, device, or 
other temporarv condition "create \ituatitmal tlhabilitie.\ for able-bodied 
people (Chisholm and May 2009, 12), closc·d captiOning can step in to 
provide access for a wide range of viewers, rl'~ardle ot hearing abil
ity. UteraC) studie:~ of hearing children haw 'uggcsted a corrt'lation be
tween reading captions and more effloctt\C foreign language learning 
(Winke Gass, and S\dorenko 2010), increased word recognition, vocal>
ular) learning. inference generation (l inebarger, Piotrowski, and Green
wood 2010), and e,·en gains in moti\·ation with "students who have been 
difficult to reach \\ith traditional methods and materials" (Koskinen 

et. al. 1993, 42). 
But I keep coming back to my son.l\:e Y.atched intently over the years 

as he has made daily use of captioned media . Captions provide e sential 
access for him. Through him, I am remtnded comtantly of the millions 
of people in the United States and around the world who require quality 
captioning. My research is moti\·ated by a desire to advocate on behalf 
of people like my son. I don't cla1m to know what tt'~ Uke to be deaf 
or hard of hearing, and I have no experience workmg a'i a professional 

captioner. I've simply pa1d attention oH•r the y ar tCfthe lJosed fap- I N 
tions themsel\'es, to what other advocates and e.xpert~an~l.lld abt 
them, and to my own experiences as a hearing parent of a deaf child. 
I've also interviewed do~ captioner!>, sun e}ed regular viewer~ of cap-
tioning, kept up with the scholarly discuS:~ions about captioning In dis-
ability and deaf studies, and taught a yearly graduate eminar on web 
accessibility and disability studtes. While Readir~g Sounds reviews orne 
of the research on how deaf and hard-of-hearing \iewers experience cap-
tions, and while 1t reflects on the relationships between acces~lbillty and 
literaC)', it is deeply rooted in my own dally experiences listening to 
movies and reading captions simultaneously. Out of these experiences, 
I return again and again to the productive tension~ between sound and 
~·riting, tensions that are not }et well understood but become palpable 
m the closed-captioned text. This book b concerned with the technical 
~pedfications of analog and digital captioning (see Robson 2004) onlv 
msofar as they impose sp d · . . ' ace an ttme constramb on the captloner and 
the r~ader. This book is neither a technical manual nor a how-to gu tde 
on usmg captioning software. Rather, Reading Sounds JS a meditation on 
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the possibilities and challenges of transforming sound into accessible 
writing for time-based reading. 

It took me about a decade of watching closed-captioned program
ming every day to begin to realtze that something pretty interesting was 
going on, that captioning was potentially much more complex than 
we've ever considered . Definitions of closed captioning too often stress 
the technology of "displaying" text on the screen over the complex prac
ttce of selecting sounds and rhetorically inven tin g words for them . In 
most defin itions, the practice itself is simplified, reduced to a mechanical 
process of unrefl ective transcription. No one has really treated caption
ing as a significan t variable in multimodal analysis, on par with image, 
sound, and video. No one has considered the possibility that captions 
might be as potent and meaningful as other kinds of texts we study in 
the humanities. In short, we don't yet have a good understanding of the 
rhetorical work captions do to construct meaning and negotiate the con
straints of space and time. 

Through captions, the names of characters, locations, and actions 
appear before our eyes. Unusual or foreign-sounding names, which may 
be difficult for hearing and hard-of-hearing viewers to make out through 
listening alone, are clarified in writing. The same goes for thick accents, 
which are converted (or reduced) to standard English (chapter 8). In 
the case of song titles and lyrics, caption viewers may have access to in
formation that noncaption (hearing) viewers do not have. Just because 

arillJ vie can hear a sound doesn't mean she knows what it is, 
v wh_ln p e nted with that sound in context. In the case of "mon

degreens" (misheard lyrics), she may even think she knows and yet still 
be wrong. The captioner knows, but only because the captioner has con
sulted published lyrics (which may also be incorrect). What the singer 
is saying may be inaccessible to the captioner in the absence of written 
lyrics because the sung words may sound nothing like the published 
lyrics. As one captioner explained to me, this situation becomes even 
more complex when competing versions of the same lyrics vie for atten
tion (e.g., multiple versions of the same lyrics posted online). Consider 
the competing interpretations of Stewie's line in the opening theme of 
Family Guy: Is it "laugh and cry" or "effin' cry"? As figure 0.3 shows, 
there's evidence in the official closed captions for both interpretations, 
despite creator Seth MacFarlane's protestations that the former is correct 
(Aberdeen Captioning 2011). 

In various ways, then, captions have the potential to convey new 
knowledge to viewers by imbuing sounds with new or revised mean
ings, countering the popular misconception that captions simply repeat 
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o l •t.ugh and cry" or "effin ' cry"? 
"Eff1n' cry" I} ildm1ttedly r••e but can be found In the closed capt1011s for some eiiltly ept· 
!Ode~ ~x·s Fomi1y Guy. In these two tram~ from two d1fferent cpbode.s ol the open ng 
~ song, identol except for the capuom, Lo s (VOiced by AI x Borst n) holds biilby 
Stew~e (VOICed by Seth ~Farliilne) Both are wearing Identical yellow tUJO:edos with yellow 
top hats A white s~ay Wllh blue nsers fills the background Left frame's captiOn •: 
~hand ay • Right fra~·s caption: •; u~· Cl't :" Sourte Oeft) season 7, eptsode 10, 
"fo•·Y t.d)• • 2009, DVD. Source (right): season 1, episode 7, "Brlan Portrait of a Dog. • 
1999, cable TV. (To create 1 high quality image suitable lor pont publiat1011, the left OVD 
~ WliS duplicated and ~titUted for the low quality image In the TV ongma ) http 1 
ReidingSouods.netJ preface lf1Qure3. 

mformation that's already pre~~nt on the sound layer. By inverting th 
usual relationship between primary text (movie) and econdary accom
modltion (captions), scholars of caption ~tudies-and sound and dis· 
ability ~hol.ar~ moe: genera~ly-<:an generate ins1ght botf the le 
of captions m meanmg making. Rather than leaving ut ab ssib it · 
(and people with disabilities) from our d1scu~slon of multimodalitv or 
starting from the assumption that captions only offer pale or mirr~'red 
reflections of the soundscape, Reading Sounds inserts closed captioning 
and its affordances mto the heart of the multimodal 1 ndscape for the 
first time. 

For other L:inds of nompeech sounds such as sound effects, knowing 
what a sound is-who or what produces the sound-will not necessarily 
provide enough information for it to be captioned effectively (chapter 3). 
For example, consider a sound produced by a certam kind of turbine 
engine. Even knowing what specific engine produces the sound is not 
enough; we need to know how that sound b Situated in a spedfic con
text, beca~se the same sound could conceivably upport a number of di· 
vergent .vtsual.contex~s. I like to joke that captioner~ don't caption uumls. 
But behmd thts seemmgly nonsen~ical claim is a truth that remind~ us 
that meaning develops out of the interplay of sounds, moving images, 
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<md evolving contexts and narratives. 'I he sound alone may not provide 
enough information for it to be captioned effectively. 

Captioning is a subjective and interpretative practice, one that, at 
lea~t ideally, strives to bring the producer's vision before our eyes. But 
captioners work under a different set of constraints than the producers
spatial, temporal, economic, rhetorical, technological, and institutional. 
Captioners are typically independent contractors who, not unlike some 
technical communicators, are hired or brought on after the main work 
has already been completed. They often work under extremely tight 
deadlines and manage slim profit margins. Their contact with the con
tent producers is usually limited or nonexistent. Captioners ostensibly 
serve deaf and hard-of-hearing viewers, and yet prerecorded captioning 
is typically done without any input or feedback from these users. For 
this reason, J.P. Udo and D. I. Fels (2010, 211) suggest that "the primary 
user is actually much more covert: the broadcaster and media producer, 
who use these services as a means of placating governmental require
ments." Yet satisfying the producers doesn't usually require negotiating 
wtth them over questions of caption quality. To address the disconnect 
between those who create the content and those who caption it, Udo 
and Fels (2010) recommend making captioners integral members of the 
creative team and giving producers more creative control over the de
sign of captions. Though idealistic, these recommendations are remi
niscent of similar proposals to integrate technical communicators into 

~:c ion -.:akil(gl te~ms rather th~n bringing them on board at the end 
e prclject t.Olwnte up user gutdes. 

Captioners produce interpretations, drawing on a range of materials, 
including scripts and new media detective work (i.e., Google searches). 
Stylistic differences between one captioner and another, or one caption
ing company and another, are often subtle, revealing themselves in 
small changes over time in how a recurring sound on a television series 
is captioned (chapter 3), or in large differences across media formats for 
the same movie (DVD, Netflix. and broadcast TV versions). For example, 
I was initially drawn to BloodRayne 2: Deliverance (2007) when I first saw 
it on cable TV for no other reason than its abundant and often creative 
nonspeech descriptions: [children's screams continue grating], [solemn 
whistling], [sensuously panting]. But when I ordered it on DVD from 
Netflix, it was clear that another captioner, and possibly another com
pany, had been re!~ponsible for the DVD captions. Far fewer nonspeech 
captions were included on the DVD version of the same movie. This sit
uation is actually fairly common, as I soon discovered, and points to the 
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deep!\ ubjective nature of the captiontng pron·~s: multi.ple, official cap. 
tion file w111 be in orculation for am I 'v show or mov1e that hac:, been 
ubtect to redi tribution (see figure 0.4 for another example). Official 

caption file tor the a me content will vary noticeabl ·, C\ en sometunes 
radical!\, from each other. We have never attended to the e difference~ 
before, ·but it is through them that we can begm to understand the 
int1uences of the captioner's ag~ncy on tlw practices of caption ing. 

There is no perfect or obJective reading ot a him or IV show, JUSt 
as there 1s no objecthe meaning for any ound (Sch:tfer 1977, 137). 
Conte\ t matters. \t their best, captloners are ideal readers-rhetorical 
prox} agents, I like to say-who listen clo ely, i:re up the situation, and 
detemune the best way to convey its meamng. A rhetorical view of cap
tioning applies to speech sounds as well as non~pcech sounds. Whether 
speech sounds are captioned verbatim or edited for speed and content 
( zarkowska et al. 2011; Ward et al. 2007) matters little, rhetoncally 
speaking. Verbatim captioning is tillmterpretatJve, be<'.au e it imolves 
making decisions about how to repre ent standard and nonstandard 
speech (i.e., regional dialects, manners of sp aking). F.ven m tho e mo
ments of seeming objectivity and simplicity, captioning i rhetorical 
through and through. 

What's so hard about writing down what people are aymg? The 
sounds are right there, dripping with meaning, nght? 'ot exactlv. Read
ing Sounds aims to deepen and complicate a process that has too oft n 

been dis~issed ~s_ s_traightforwa~d, _si_mple, and obje ive. he sa u• in· J 
terpretative fleXIbility and multtphClty that inform he f ng 
sense of any text (nmrels, plays, images, TV shows, speeches, music, etc.) 
also inform the act of converting sound into writing. Capt10nmg ls a 
subjective and highly contextual act. This book is mot1vated b 'a central 
tension between, on the one hand, theor ·t1cal approaches to sound and 
aurality that stress the very limits (and even the 1mpossibltity) of repre
senting sound in the face of its transcendent, intangible, heterogeneous, 
uncanny, and immersive qualities (Dyer 2012; Dyson 2009) and, on the 
other hand, approaches to closed captionmg that present the process 
of rhetorical invention as simple and straightforward. Reading Sounds 
explores the complexities of making sound accessible using these com· I . . I 

P exJtles to forge a new, deeper understanding of quality captiomng and 
the relationships between sound and word . 

Every example in this book is accompanied by a media clip or image 
on the book's website. To begin exploring the examples including the 
examples d ·bed · • . escn m the figures above, go to http://ReadingSounds.net. 
D1rect links are included th h h roug out t e book. Because I am continually 
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0.4 Is there more than one way to caption a character's name? 
You don't have to search far to find multiple offic1al caption fi es for the same movie. The 

DVD for Gaumont's The fifth Element (199 7) conta1ns two caption tracks: a bitmap track 
of speech-only subtitles (top frame) and a text track of dosed captions (bottom frame). 

In both frames from the mov1e, wh1ch are identical except for the captions, Leeloo (MiUa 
jovov1ch) a oms a pistol-like weapon at Korben Dallas (Bruce Willis). The camera is posi

tioned over Korben's right shoulder. These two tracks were most likely created by different 
caption~ng companies at different t1mes for different formats (DVO, VCR). That one track 
contams speech only and the other contains full dosed captions (speech and nonspeech) 
doesn't explain why one track fa ils to caption a ma1n character's full name. Names of 
main characters always need to be captioned verbatim. That's not an unknown language 
but her name. Top frame's caption. Mleeloo M1na1 Lekarariba-Laminai-Tchai Ekbat De 

Sebat. • Bottom frame's capt1on; [Speaking Unknown Language). (To create a high quality 
Image su1table for pnnt publication, the Blu-Ray version was used to create the figure, 
even though the Btu-Ray captions are not the same as the DVO captions.) http:/IReading 

Sounds.net/preface/lffigure4. 
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findmg e'arnple from movies and IV ~how~ that up port, decpl'n, and/ 
or challenge nn ideas, the wdl\itl' alo,o includes add1tlonal examples 
not dlscu ed in the book. !he book and wcbs1te contaan hundreds of 
captioned example!\ trom popular rv 'hows and movies, but a word of 
caution: A few of the example!) contain .,poilcrs, while others contain 
potentially offen he language and adult tht·mc , uch a!l cur e words 
and graphic \'iolence (but no nudit) ). All of the exam pie come from 
show intended for a mature audience (no children's .,hows are ana· 
l)zed, although cartoons such as f'amilv Guy and outh Purl< make more 
than one appearance). Every example serves a purpose and, more im· 
portantly, retlects the world of pop culture, which, for better or worse, 
is sometimes crude, discnminatory, violent, and highly sexualized. 'Io 
understand how captions make mcanmg in pop culture, we need to ex
plore the full range of themes and genre in programming for adults, 
from T11tt Artist to Zombie Ap«al}p\t'. 

ILL I NOI 

ONE 

A Rhetorical View 
of Captioning 

Fou r New Principles of Closed Captioning 

Closed captioning has been around since 198~it's not 
unew media" by any means-but you wouldn't know it 
from the passionate captioning advocacy campaigns, new 
web accessibility laws, revised international standards, on
going lawsuits, new and imperfect web-based captioning 
solutions, corporate feet dragging, and millions of uncap
Honed web videos. Situated at the intersection of a number 
of (?mpeting discourses and perspectives, closed caption
ing_}ffers a key location for exploring the rhetoric of dis
ability in the age of digital media. Reading Sounds offers the 
first extended study of closed captioning from a humanis
tic perspective. Instead of treating closed captioning as a le
gal requirement, a technical problem, or a matter of simple 
transcription, this book considers how captioning can be a 
potent source of meaning in rhetorical analysis. 

Reading Sounds positions closed captioning as a significant 
variable in multimodal analysis, questions narrow defini
tions that reduce captioning to the mere udisplay" of text on 
the screen, broadens current treatments of quality caption
ing, and explores captioning as a complex rhetorical and in

terpretative practice. This book argues that captioners not 
only select which sounds are significant, and hence which 
sounds are worthy of being captioned, but also rhetorically 
invent words for sounds. Drawing on a number of exam
ples from a range of popular movies and television shows, 
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1.1 Captionen off~ interpretations w1thln the constraints of time and space. 
A frame from 11 /l;mp StrHt showing pol1c~ offKel'l Schmidt (Jonah Htll) and Jenko 
(Channlllg Tatum). dreued 111 bladt un forms With match•ng bla<:k shorts and helmeu, 
ridtng their poiKe bicycles side by side on the par~<, grass The b1 cops art headtng 
stratght for the \'leWt!t'. A smcsll red hght IS Ylslbl on each bicyCle's hand eba!'l The cops 
are peddfmg to confront a smcsll bi ~ gang W!Oking pot on the other side of the part. 
Pourxfmg rock muSK (uncaptioned) accompames the pursuit but cuts out momentarily 
to ul attention to the falflt bicyd Slrem, whiCh sound I e ch ldrcn's toys The 51~ Ire 

upllOI'led as (SiliNS~ somv), whKh es suppo~ to capture the ridiculoumess of 
the scene. Packed ento th•~ ~engle captiOn, then, Is the rem•~r that these are not 1 al 
cops because real cops would be bum•ng rubber ln a patrol car and blanng thetr Sirens 

Columbia Pictures, 2012. Blu-Ray http:/IRea<MgSounds.net/ch t~l/ gurel . L I N 
Reading Sounds dewlaps a rhetorical c;ensitlvity to the interactiom among 
sounds, captions, contexts, constraints, writers, and readers. 

This view is founded on a number of key but rarely acknowled ed 
and little-understood principles of closed captioning. Taken together, 
these prindples set us on a path toward a new, more complex theol) 
of captioning for deaf and hard-of-heanng viewers. The e pnnctple also 
offer an implidt rationale for the de\'elopment of theoreticall} informed 
caption studies, a research program that is deeply invested in questions of 
meaning at the interface of sound, writing, and accessibility. 

1. Every sound cannot be closed captioned. 

Captioning is not mere transcription or the dutiful recording of every 
s~und. There's not enough space or reading time to try to provide cap· 
tions for every sound, particularly when sounds are layered on top of 
each other in the typical big-budget flick. ~ultiple soundtracks create 
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A RHETORICAL VIEW OF CAPTIONING 

a wall of sound: foreground speech, background speech, sound effects, 
music with lyrics, and other ambient sounds overlap and in some cases 
compt•te with each other. Sound is simultaneous; print is linear. It's not 
po~sible to convert the entire soundscape of a major film or TV produc
tion into a highly condensed print form. It can also be distracting and 
confusing to readers when the caption track is filled with references to 
sounds that are incidenta l to the main narrative. Caption readers may 
mistake an ambient, stock, or "keynote" sound (Schafer 1977, 9) for a 
significant plot sound when that sound is repeatedly captioned. A pro
fessional captloner shared the following example with me: Consider 
a dog barking in an establishing shot of a suburban home. When the 
dog's bark is repeatedly captioned, one may begin to wonder if there's 
something wrong with that dog. Is that sound relevant to this scene? 
(See figure 1.2.) Very few discussions of captioning acknowledge or even 
seem to recognize that captioning, done well, must be a selective in
scription of the soundscape, even when the goal is so-called "verbatim 
captioning." 

2. Captioners must dedde which sounds are sigr1i{icant. 

If every sound cannot be captioned, then someone has to figure out 
which sounds should be. Speech sounds usually take precedence over 
nonspeech sounds, but it's not that simple. What about speech sounds 
io/h\ bac.,rou~ that border on indistinct but are discemable through 
c~ anf.re~d listening by a well-trained captioner? Should these 
sounds be captioned (I) verbatim, (2) with a short description such as 
(indistinct chatter), or (3) not at all? Answering this question by appeal
ing to volume levels (under the assumption that louder sounds are more 
important) may downplay the important role that quieter sounds some
times play in a narrative (see figure 1.3). What is needed is an awareness 
of how sounds are situated in specific contexts. Context trumps volume 
level. Only through a complete understanding of the entire program 
can the captioner effectively interpret and reconstruct it. Just as earlier 
scenes in a movie anticipate later ones, so too should earlier captions 
anticipate later ones. In the case of a television series, the captioner may 
need to be familiar with previous episodes (including, when applica
ble, the work of other captioners on those episodes) in order to identify 
which sounds have historical significance. The concept of significance 
(or "relevant" sounds [see Sydik 2007, 181)) shifts our attention away 
from captioning as copying and toward captioning as the creative selec
tion and interpretation of sounds. 

l 
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1.l All dog sounds Me not created equaL 

~top raw contam two frarne5 from an episod of Crimm (2011, s son 1, episode 1 
NBC). In the top left frame, Kk (David Gruntoli) Is shown m prof1le w ng at night on 
a suburban street. A ~lome m the background is ~~ by porch light ~rge trees provide an 
omtnOu5 backdrop. The captiOn, [dog baridngL ~~ more than a stock .round to provide 

wburban ambience. A f~ ~onds later In this scene, the samE ito •uffenng. 
Or.tWlllg the attention of NKk, who turns to f«e tht' CAmt'ra 111 e top 1ght Ira e lhe I 
«compan)'I09 uption u [dog yelp5. wh r>es ~$~lent) The ttom con 
frames from fxtroct (2009, Terrnoo PiCtures).' both of wtuch are en durtng a dlnner table 
scene at !light. In the bottom left frame, Joel (Jason Bat man) and Suzie (KriSten Wiig) 
are t!ll.lng at lhetr dinmg tabll'! with the [DOG .......... IN OISTANCl). In the bottom right frame 
Suzie! stares blankly after Joel wa away from the table up!od The accompanying c.apuorr. 
l~ ~). The dog barting In E.xtroct 1s part of a stock ~ndscape that lndudes 
cndas chiJping. whl'feas the dog sounds are an <ntegral element of the hotTOr stOI)'fint 
m the Gnmm episode ~ I 

· ArUma and lllSt!Ct capuons m Extract end up Intruding Into the 
senous <fcnn« diSCus~. TV source fxrroct rebroadcast on c~ Central and Crimm 
rebroadcast 00 the S}'fychannet. httpJ ReadlngSounds net/chapter1/.r.gure2 

3. Captioners must rh t · 11 · e onca y mvmt and negotiaU the meaning of the text. 

The caption track isn't · 1 fl . 
SC . . a s1mp e re ect1on of the production script. The 

npt ts not poured wh l I . 
. 0 e~a e mto the caption file. Rather the mov1e 
IS transformed into a n ' 
fact , . . ew text through the process of captioning it. In 

, as we Will see m chapt 4 h . 
er • w en the capt10ner relies too heavily on 
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the script (for example, mistaking ambient sounds for distinct speech 
sounds), the results can be disastrous. In other cases, words must be rhe
torically invented, which is typical for nonspeech sounds. I don't mean 
that the captioner must invent neologlsms-f issue a warning about ne
ologistic onomatopoeia in chapter 8. Rather, the captioner must choose 
the best word(s) to convey the meaning of a sound in the context of 
a scene and under the constraints of space and time. The best way to 
understand this process, as this book argues throughout, is in terms of 
a rhetorical negotiation of meaning that is dependent on context, pur
pose, genre, and audience. 

4. Captions are interpretations. 

Captioning is not an objective science. The meaning is not waiting 
there to be written down. While the practice of captioning will pres
ent a number of simple scenarios for the captioner, the subjectivity of 

1.1 Where does distinct speech shade off Into Indistinct chatter? 
In th1s frame from Avatar, Jake Sully (Sam Worthmgton), inhabiting his Na'vi avatar bod)', 

is shown in a mid-shot looking shghtly off camera to the viewer's right. Jake has just wan
dered away from the SCientists Grace (S1gourney Weaver) and Norm (Joel Moore), who 

are busy taking plant root samples. Captions create a clear line between distinct speech 
and mdistinct background chatter, even though, son1cally speakmg, the dividing line is 
not always quite so obvious. Chattenng Is also a popular option for describing indistinct 
crowd noise, but uptioners need to be mindful of the term's gendered implications. The 
conversations of women have at times been described dismissivefy as chattering. Caption: 
(GRACi CONTINUES CHATTtRING). Twentieth Century fox, 2009. Blu·Ray. http://ReadingSounds 
.net/chapter1 /M'9ure3. 
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the captioncr and the idrologit'31 pre~~un.~., that \hapl' thl' pr~uc tion of 
clo\ed caption wil\ alwa ~he clo~c to thl' \urlatc ot the captJOmd text 
The practice of captioning 1110\il' and J\' \ hOW\ l'i t 'j)lt'lllly p ' rlortnl'd 
mdependenth as contract work hy captioning compan ic'> for major pro
duction tudio , with little O\C~ight, inh!rt''lt, or input from the content 
produce!".> be\ ond the need to emure il'gal compliance (Udo and Fels 
2010. 209) In theca e of non lX'l'Ch 'IOund~. thc~l' independent contrac
tors posse s near-total control over thl' ~clc<:tion of stgnificant '>ounds 
and the creation of captions lor them. 1 he resulting caption track h not 
an objecthe reflechOn or the text but what Abe Mark Nam es (2007, IS) 
caUs in the context of foreign language subtitling, a "new text." llus 
\iew of captioning as rhetorical invention or te tua l performance, \\ ith 
the captioner erving as a rhetorical proxy agent, is likely to seem at 
odds ,.,ith the goal of "equal access for dll." But access to captioned con
tent ,.,ill never, strictly speaJJng, b ' the <;a me as acce s to the sonic 
landscape. Rather, the captioned text will always be mtlec.ted by the cap
boners' interpretative powers and the different aftordances of sound and 
writing. 

These four prindples will need a book to explam and defend. The) are 
new and challenge the conventional wisdom about dosed captioning 
They have the potential to transform how we thmk about captioning, 
accessibility for deaf and hard-of-hearing viewer'>, and the relationships 
between sound and writing in the digital age. Re~earche1~ in rhetorical 
studies and disability studies have yet to provide a Sf>tauyd an Is of I 
closed captioning. (For exceptions, see Lueck 2011, lieck !Q)3, a d my 
O\m pre,ious research: Zdenek 20lla, Zdenek 2011 b, and Zdenek 201 4.) 
\\'e haven't paused to pay attentton to captioning as rhetoric, even as 
we've held up captioning as one of the centerpii.:CC!o of an accessible web. 
By rhetoric, I don't simply mean language pressed into the service of 
persuasion but, more broadly, signs and symbols that construct \\orlds 
of meaning for us to inhabit. Clo ed caption!> are not "'indowpane5 on 
a sonic reality but mediate that reality in the courc;e of providing access 
to it (cf. Miller 1979, 611). The conventional view of clo ed captionin 
tends to simplify questions of quality and focu!> on questions of quall
tity. For example, the Twenty-First Century Communications and Video 
~ccessibility Act of 2010 (CVAA) requires that only certain ty~ of n'
hke content on the Internet be closed captioned, Jeadmg advocates to 
ask: How do we compel producers of independent web series which 
aren't covered under the new law, to caption their programs? 'Quality 
tends to be defined narrowly in terms of completeness (Is the entire show 
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captio ned?) and accuracy (Is every speech sound captioned correctly? 
Are any captions garbled as a result o f poo r autotranscription?). just as 
quali ty in fo reign language subtitling too often gets reduced to mistrans~ 

lation or "misprision"- what Nornes (2007, 16) calls "red meat" for crit
ics of subtitling-quali ty in closed captioning too often gets reduced to 
questions of accuracy (e.g., "caption fails"). This book offers a new ap
proach to q uality in captioning by considering how captions create new 
meanings, manipula te space and time, call attention to productive ten
sio ns between sound and writing, and reflect captio ners' subjectivities 
and interpretative skills. In short, this book offers a humanistic rationale 
for closed captioning-the first of its kind-by countering th e popular 
perception that captioning is straightforward, objective, or simple. If 
captioning can be shown to be a complex rhetorical p ractice, then uni
versal design advocates will have even more ammun ition to argue that 
closed captioning should be an integral aspect of t he production cycle, 
not an add-on or afterthought (see Udo and Fels 2010). 

Despite the age of captioning technology, we still do not have a com-
prehensive approach to caption quality that goes beyond important but 
basic issues of typography, placement, accuracy, tim ing, an d presenta
tion rate. Current practice, at least on television, is too often burdened by 
a legacy of styling captions in all capital letters with centered alignment, 
among other lingering and pressing problems. Caption quality has been 
evaluated in terms of visual design-how legibility and readability inter-

N Mith sreen(Erlacement, timing, and caption style <e.g., scroll-up style 
~p-o.l sty~ What we do not have yet is a way of thinking about 
captioning as a rhetorical and interpretative practice that warrants fur-
ther analysis and criticism from scholars in the humanities and social 
sciences. In short, while we have captioning style guidelines for quality, 
we have not explored quality rhetorically. A rhetorical perspective recasts 
quality in terms of how writers and readers make meaning: What do cap
tioners need to know about a text or plot in order to provide access to it? 
Which sounds are essential to the plot? Which sounds do not need to 
be captioned? How should genre, audience, context, and purpose shape 
the captioning act? What are the differences between making mean
ing through reading and making meaning through listening? Given the 
inherent differences between, and different affordances of, writing and 
sound, how can captioners ensure that deaf and hard-of-hearing view
ers are sufficiently accom modated? The concepts that struc:tUie these 
questions--effectiveness, meaning, purpose, context, genre, audience-
are of abiding interest to rhetoricians. 
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Mv argument, dl'\dopu.t O\l'r tlw l<lll(l\\ing thaptl·r~. i~ that a rhe. 
toncal ,;e\\ of caption in~ call\ attl•ntion to "'H n tramformatlons of 

meaning: 

1. CaptiOfls conte:dualue. Capt1onlng Is about m anmg, not sound per se. Caption$ 

don't descnbe sounds so much as convey the purpo~e and meaning of sounds In 

specifiC conte,..ts. The meanmg of a sound tn a particular context may transcend 

1ts origtns. The precise somc quaht es of a squeaky water tap may be I ss s1gmhant 

than the act of tumtng the tap off: (rums TAP on). In such cases, the act1on trumps 

the sound. Additional examples Include (TURNS OfF RADto), [unbuckles seat bcltL 
(IIA[)( 1\W Fm], (Snaps Oscar's Neck), and [HITS cYMBAL) Onomatopoe1a has a rol 

to play m capt1onmg, but tt must be used with car and wh n the visual context 

clearly mforms the meanmg of th captions. Medl• http://Read1ngSounds net 

{chapterl /kontextualize. 
2. Captions donfy. Captioru tell us whtch sounds are tmportant. what peopl are say· 

tng, and what nonspeech sounds mean. As a heanng VIewer, I continually fmd my· 
self relying on captions to learn characters' names and appreh nd unusual words 

such as "flobberworms." (So that's what Pet r Pettigrew JUSt $llld 1n the bad 

ground of the Harry Potter moVJ !) Read1ng provtdes superior access over en

ing particularly when a notSy enwonment may work gainst the hstener's ability 
to dearly make out what people are $llytng. The $lim goes for muste lyria tha are 

transcribed on the screen for easy readrng. a~ Iynes are well known for being mts

interpreted by hearing fans. Media http:/J ReadlngSounds.neVchapterl/ldarify 

3. Captions formolize. Captions tend to be presented in sta ard Yfltten ErfJlish, wl 

information about manner of speaking relegated to id nt1fie1.S'ch aW"un 

slumng). oth1ng else about the sp ech wdl mark 1t as tnflccted or accented (e 9 
drunk) except for a lone identifier at th begrnntng of the hrst 5peech captiOn 

While standard Enghsh provides the fastest access to Information, It comes at the 

expense of conveymg the embodred aspects of ~peec.h . Embod ment Is earned aJ. 

most entirely by manner of speaking identifiers or Simple phonetiC transformationS 

(e.g., gonno, can't). WhDe 1t is easy to ftnd examples of substandard or phonetiC 

spellings in speech captions, even these examples are Informed by a desire to 

make the captions as fast to read as posSible. Phonetic transcnptions are rhetorical 
msofar as they balance accuracy w1th access1b1hty. In th1s way, we m1ght say that 

captions rationaltze the teeming soundscape. Sounds that res1st easy classification 

or simple descnption, such as mood music, are tamed or ignored altogether 

Medla: http:I/ReadingSounds.net/chapterl/llformalize. 
4 Co . 

· ptiOI'ls equaltze. Every sound tends to play at the same Hvolume" on the capuon 

I 

track. While there are ways of modulating the volume of captioned sounds and drf· 

ferentiatJng background from foreground sounds 1n the captions, these way-. are 
lim1ted and space consum1ng. As a result, every sound tends to occupy the same 
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sonic plane, maktng every sound equally "loud." Medl•: http:/ /ReadingSounds.net 

/chapter! /llequahze. 
5. Capttons linearize. Sounds that are heard simultaneously cannot be read simulta

neously. Captions hneartze by presenting the soundscape in a form that can be 

read one sound/caption at a time. Although 1t is unusual, multiple nonspeech par· 

entheticals can be presented on the screen at the same t1me. Mult1ple sounds can 

also occupy the same caption-see, for example, District 9's (2009) [AU£N GI!OWlS 

AND PlOPLE SHOUTING INDISTINCTlY) and (RAPID GUN~U!F AND MlN SHOUTING "< OfSTANt:E) , 

Multiple, simultaneous sounds can also be reduced to single captions such as 

[overlapping chatter] and [overlapp1ng shouts) from Silver Linings Playbook (2012). 

But simultaneous sounds must still be read one at a time. The caption reader thus 

experiences the film soundscape as a series of ind1v1dual captions. Media: http:/ I 
ReadingSounds.net/chapterl /#linearize. 

6. CaptiOns ttme-shift. Viewers do not necessarily read at the same rate as characters 

speak. Speech captions don't always start precisely on the first beat of the utter

ance betng captioned. The same is true for nonspeech captions, which may pre

cede or follow the sounds being captioned. I devote chapter 5 to exploring some 

of the ways in which captions give advance notice to readers. Even something as 

seemtngly 1nnocuous as a dash at the end of a caption can alert caption readers to 

a forthcoming interruption tn speech. Names in nonspeech captions can also give 

away plot details. For example, when [GINA SCREAMs] in Unknown (2011), caption 

readers can guess that Gina is more than an insignrficant taxi driver. Readers not 

only learn the taxi driver's name before listeners do but also venture a guess that 

~ina v.jfl retu{"'ater in the narrative. I coin the term "captioned irony'' -adapting 

V e co_tept e!)ramatic irony-to describe cases in which caption readers know 

more or sooner than listeners who are watching w1th the captions turned off. 

Media: http:/ /ReadingSounds.net/chapterl /#time-shift. 

7. Capttons distill. The soundscape is often pared down to its essential elements in 

the caption track. Only the most significant sounds are represented. Exceptions 

abound, as when ambient PA announcements are overcaptioned as verbatim 

speech. But for the most part, ambient sounds tend to be reduced to single cap

tions or not captioned at all . Music is d1stilled to a simple description and/or cap

tioned music lyrics. Captions reconstruct the narrative as a series of elemental 

sounds. This process also transforms sustained sounds--instrumental music, en

vironmental noise, ambient sounds--into discrete, one-off captions. Consider a 

tense scene in Termmator 3 (2003) in which the evil terminator (Kristanna Loken) 

has broken 1nto a veterinarian clinic looking to kill the vet, Kate Brewster (Ciatre 

Danes). As Kate confronts john Connor (N1ck Stahl), whom she has trapped in a 

dog cage in one of the exam rooms, the commotion in other areas of the clinic is 

reduced to a senes of elemental sounds: [GLASS BREAKING], [oocs IIAIOONG], [oocs 8AAK

ING], (WOMAN SCRfAMS), [GUNSHOTS), [GASPING) . In this example, the captions COnstruct 
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a narrative out of key sounds: the termmator breaks a wmdow to ga1n entry to 

the chnic, the dogs react. a customer screams before be1ng shot, and Kate ga~ps 

when she sees the customer's body fall. These are the essent1al momenu of the 

scene each of wh1ch IS mapped onto a correspondmg capt1on. Medl• http 11 
ReadingSounds.netJchapterl/#distlll. 

In the context of acce tble media, the e C\en mtcrlocking transforma
tion pro,ide a way of accounting for the dtffcrence b tween sound 
and writing, listening and reading. I hey al o complicate our nottons 
of universal design, which are sometime based on general pronounce
ments about the benefits of captioning for all without accounting for 
the accompanying change in meaning and experience that captions 
support. 

Digital Rhetorics and Disability Awareness 

De pite the growth of disability studie over the Ia t fifteen year , chol
arship in the humanities continues to assume, for the mo t part, that 
the world is made up of only hearing, seeing, walking, mou e-usmg, 
able-bodied technology users and studenb. In thi world, everyone is 
fleet-footed, nimble-fingered, and tech-savvy. They are not disabled. 
They do not require assistive technologies or feel left out becau~e of 
inaccessible interfaces. They use computer~, mobtle eviqs, andphe 
Internet "out of the box." They feel at home on thew b. Jrilibis w.lr!P. 
"access" tends to refer only to inequalities based on eta sand race-J.e., 
the haves and have-nots of the digital age (Moran 1999)-and not to 
disability and ability. 

This imagined world of normalcy is segregated from the asslstive 
technologies used by people with disabilities, thus reinforcing "the bi
nary _between normal and assistive technologies" (Palmeri 2006, 58). 
?>nstder Jonathan Alexander's (2008, 2) depiction of a vibrant, excit
J~g scene populated entirely by able-bodied young ""Ople expertly and 
mmbly · · d r-

. rerruxmg an repurposing multimedta content. In one breath-
taking passage, the able-bodied digital natives use a range of technolo
gies and skills to take control of their digital environments: 

Pictures, sound clips and v·d 1· . 
' 1 eo c 1ps captured With cell phones are nearly instanta· 

neously uploaded to blogs· IM h . 
. , c au are scooped up for dissemination on listservs and 

web Sites; podcasu offer a medl f d 
ey o soun , sight, and text; and computer games 
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immerse players in rich multimodal experiences that many garners manipulate for 

their own ends and purposes. 

Asslstive technologies are not a part of Alexander's imagined world be
cause no one in this world is disabled. The implied subjects of the pas
sive constructions ("are ... uploaded," "are scooped up") are able-bodied 
dynamos. Indeed, disabled bodies are not simply segregated from these 
normal bodies; disability doesn't seem to exist at all. 

Within this context, it's easy to understand how an appeal to "ac
cessibility" can paradoxically exclude people with disabilities. In "You
Tutorial: A Framework for Assessing Instructional Online Video," Matt 
Morain and jason Swarts (2012) develop a rubric for evaluating instruc
tional videos uploaded to YouTube. Their rubric is defined along three 
dimensions: physical design, cognitive design, and affective design. 
"Accessibility" is one criterion for evaluating a video's physical design, 
but because every user is assumed to be able-bodied, the rubric is limited 
to how well able-bodied users can "access" (see, hear, perceive) digital 
content: 

Accessibility issues concerned how well the v1deo helped viewers focus on the topic of 

Instruction (e.g., the gradient tool). In other words, what efforts were made through 

screencasting technique, voice-over, or postproduction editing to direct a viewer's at

tention to the site of instructional action? (9) 

Qin ~d S rts do not actively exclude disabled users; disability is 
off their radar altogether. Every "viewer" is assumed to be sighted and 
hearing. This move is aU too common: The nondisabled user, writer, 
or student is inscribed as the default subject, the unmarked norm, 
through which claims are tested and judgments rendered. Even a seem
ingly disability-friendly term like "accessibility" can't rescue Morain and 
Swarts's evaluative rubric and tum it towards a more diverse set of 
users-those who can't see the "screencasting technique" because they 
use an assistive technology such as a screen reader, or those who need 
closed captioning to access the "voice-over" technique. The presump
tion of normalcy is so deeply ingrained in Morain and Swarts's article 
that nothing appears to be able to challenge it, not even an appeal to 
"accessibility." This reduction of "accessibility" to able-bodied users is 
not simply the result of confusing access for accessibility (see Porter 2009, 
216). Rather, accessibility is defined in such a way that no one is disabled 
to begin with. 
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The dhtinctton l)('l\\len nhtin,tn.am and margin r ·mauts harp d 
\pite rtx(nt elf orb to intq.:rate dt,ahllit into '>I udlc ot digital rhetoric 
Di abilit) i ott~n 'q:re •atl'd from the "normal<;cit:IH.e" we do. Disability 
h a \J)('CIJI topic. It trlappcar~ m our (ournnl at regular intel'\al~ 
pcrhap~ not unlike the rq~ularl rtel'\min "ti " of di hility that, ac. 
cording to Lennard Dari~ (201 Oa, 1 S), n s a "patrolling function~ in 
Conrad\ Heart o{Darkllt'\\. For I.'Xample, db.tbllit has been a regular, If 
rare t c in Tt lmical Cmmmmi ation Quartrrl)' o;fn\" 2000 ( ee Wilson 
2000: ah·o ZOO I; O'll:ua 2004; Kain 2005; Palrnc.rl 2006; Walt r~ 2010 
EH·n "ht:n :lClte~\ibllit) and disability arc recognized a~ important ub
ject-., they ma • be rhetoricall) hl'IH!<I for a not h r time, another re· 
carcher. for example, "hen a ce sihilit) make an appearance In Heidl 

McKee' otherwi\e excellent e sa\ on "Sound -falters" (2006, 335), It 15 

pmhed a\ide, queezed out trom th world of normal bodies, relegated 
to a footnote that acknowled e ace sibllity a an "important Is ue• but 
presumably not 1mportant enough to break throu h mto the dommant 
discourse of the es~y: 

Atl•mportant issue I do not dtsruss Is a<cesStbihty. one of the works I analyz follows 

the pnndples of un,...enal Design and the gu•d tnes of such org nllations as WJC 
(e.g, provid1ng ~ubtitles for all sounds, text·r ad altematrv for U photographic 
images). 

The footnote does not explain (1) ' h) 
in McKee's essay "follow the princtpl of Unlv 
guidelines of such organizations as W3C," (2) w u In (I n 

closed captioning h the term of choice, or (3) ho\\ it's even po sible to 
"pro\1d[e) subtitles for all sounds," since ubtitlin (or, more ccurately 
captioning) always imolves a complex proc of election, d flectJon 
n~otiation, and imention. iBut these qu tions fall out ide the scope 
of the article's inscribed world of hearin bodi , even as the footnote 
seem~ to justify the absence of acce lbllity by callln it "important! 
Here we find another instance of ''hat, In a dlff rent context, Gunther 
Kress (2010, 59) calls a "backhanded theoretical c.:omplim nt": "a rec· 
ognition of the phenomenon In the same mom nt as it in tant diS· 
missal 1 n t' d 

· · · · o Ke you an you're not lgnifi :ant enough for me to 
bother." 

An_ able-bodied norm can make invisible aud Justify the e.,du ion of 
any differences related to disability. Concepts such a~ "abl 1 rn" (IJnton 
1998) and" · · 
d. . . aversive dtsablism" (Deal 2007) call attention to fonns of 

ISCnmmatlon som t' 
• e 1mes subtle, and the way) in which normalcy Is 
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constructed at the expcmc of people with disabilities. In technical com
mun ication and rhetoric and composition studies over the last decade, 
a growing number of books and articles have participated in the turn to
wards disability studies and aging studies (e.g., Arduser 2011; Bayer and 
Pappas 2006; Booher 2011; Brueggemann 1999, 2009; Chisnell, Redish, 
and Lee 2006; Duffy and Yergcau 2011; Dunn and Dunn DeMers 2002; 
Hewett and Ball 2002; Kain 2005; Lewiecki-Wilson and Brueggemann 
2007; Melancon 2012; O'IJara 2004; Oswal 2013; Palmeri 2006; Price 
2011; Salvo 2001; Theofanos and Redish 2001, 2005; Van Der Geest 
2006; Van Iloren et al. 2001; Walters 2010; Wilson 2000; Wilson and 
Lcwiecki-Wilson 2001; Yergeau 2009; Zdenek 2009, 2011b, 2014). Dis
abil ity studies aims to make vis1ble the assumptions that support ableist 
attitudes and produce and patrol the "normal" body. Disability schol
ars are concerned with how normalcy is cu lturally and institutionally 
constructed and maintained; how differences between the normal and 
the abnormal body are created, policed, and rhetorically mediated; and 
how normalcy is mandated and imposed on different (so-called "de
viant'') bodies through medical interventions that seek to erase rather 
than accommodate disability (see Wilson 2010, 59). When we leave out 
d1sabled people and disabled perspectives from our scholarship, we re
inscribe the assumption that only nondisabled people matter, that dis
ability is marginal, or, worse, doesn't exist. 

A representative and more accurate account of how our students and 
technoll users interact with multimedia texts, then, must include 
eol e w h di§;1ilities. A sampling of statistics about hearing and deaf-

n in uMed States suggests that a significant percentage of the 
country needs or may benefit from closed captioning: 

In the United States, approximately thuty-six million adults-about 11 percent of 

the population-"report some degree of hearing loss" {NIDCD 201 0). 

The number of closed caption users in the United States is estimated at frfty miffion 

(CaptionsOn 2008~bout one in six Amencans. 

The number of US students with disabilities going to college "more than tripled" 

between 1978 and 1996 (OCR 1999). 

"According to the Deafness Research Foundat1on, hearing foss is the No. 1 diag

nosis for U.S. soldiers in Afghanistan and more than 65 percent of Afghan war 

veterans are suffering from hearing damage" (Hemstreet 201 0). 

The number of Americans sixty-five years of age and older-a population group 

more likely to benefit from accommodations such as closed captioning-is pro

jected to rise from 1 3 percent in 2010 to 20 percent by 2050 (US Census Bureau 

2008). 
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"One third of all ~enior citizens have hearing probl rns" (CaptloruOn 2008). 

When we focu~ onb• on so-called drg1tal natrves and mrll nnials, we risk ignonng 

the needs of thrs fast.growmg group of older Americans. 

To take the' e number., eriou'l ' r quirl'~ u to r orient our research 
stu die.-. towards unh ersal de,ign and a war trom an ahle-hodted, youth· 
oriented norm. \\'e do a dh">ervill' to all of our tudcnt and u-; rs when 
we a~sume that captlom and other accommodatiom can only benefit 
people who are disabkd (when aw.~s~ibillty i consldc.:rt:d at all). 

In di-;ability studies, disability i'> tnatld a:. a potentially transforma· 
tiw construct. not a mere add-on y, ithln ld<.'ntll}' politics or another 
thing for scholars to worr' about. A di<>ahility tudi <; per jlC('the can 
"transform [our) pedagogical practlc<.'" (Palmeri 2006, 52). It can serve 
as a ma .. ter lens tor critique of sdencc by "connect[ing]" these crlttques 
(Wilson 2000, I-o, 159). Beam c disablllty "Is the mo t human of expe· 
riences, touching every tamil • and-if we live long cnough-touchm 
us all" {Garland-Thomson 2010, 356), It '"pervades II a pects of CUI· 
ture" (355). Disability scholar invert the binary between impairment 

and normalcy to argue that, after postmodernism, "(i]mpairment is the r==~ 
rule, and normalcy is the fanta">y" (Davis 2010b, 314). Disability tudes 
is not limited to disabled bodies and disability rhetorics but explores 
norms and normalcy: how norms arc construct d, how they are matn· 
tained and resisted, and what as~umptlons we make about the bodies 
minds, and abilities of our student~ and techno in 
"ability/disability sy tern" (Garland-TI10mson 201 35 . n I o , dt 
ability studies is also normalcy studie (sec Davis 201 Oa). 

What would sound studies look, sound, or feel like If it took disabihtv 
and web accessibility seriously? What if accessibility was not treated as 
an aside or an objective process of "prO\iding subtitles for all sound" 
but had the potential to be transformatlve? What if we inverted the re
lationship between the primary text of popular culture and the second
ary accommodation-what if we put captioning first? What if we dtdn't 
simply argue for the importance of dosed captioning but treated it as a 
significant variable in our multlmodal analyses and productions? Thts 

book considers the unacknowledgl'<l richnc s of dosed captionln~ as a 
laboratory for studying: 
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How sound and writmg Interact. The drfferences between speech and wr1ting, listen

ing and reading, and sound and text CBn be productively explored rn the spaces 

~nd moments between sounds and their captions. This book explores a number of 
usues at the mtersection of sound and writing: ironic tensiOns, multiple meanings, 

N 
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temporal shifts (e.g., readrng ahead rnto the future), the deeply rhetorical nature 

of so·called neutral descriptions, the constraints of space and time, and the nego

tiations every captioner must make when faced with complex, co-occuring sounds 

and lim1ted space. In short, how do wnters who are constrained by the lineanty of 

pnnt negotiate an auditory space in which "multiple reg1sters can co-exist simul

taneously" (Bull and Back 2003, 15)? 

How to transcribe rhetorically. By attending closely to which sounds in a movie 

or TV show are captioned and how they are captioned, we move away from the 

simplistic view that captioning is straightforward, all-encompassing, or objective. 

We become aware of different approaches to captioning as reflections of differ

ent subjectivities and organizational values. We become aware of how cultural 

literacy allows captioners to identify allusions to sounds of the past Narrow views 

of captioning as objective transcription become troubled by an increasing aware

ness of how contexts, constraints, and captioners' life experiences shape caption 

design (and shape, more broadly, any act of descnption). What the linguist Ronald 

Macaulay (1991, 281) says about the "inherent limits of any transcription" is true 

for captioning as well: "A tren5cnpt caption track should be appropriate for the 

specific purpose for which it is to be used" and "The aim of any tnlmeription cap

tiOn track is to make the reader's task as simple as possible" (287, cross-outs and 

1talicized additions mine). Both guidelines involve making rhetorical choices in the 

process of sizrng up and accounting for the sonic environment 

How to deepen and complicate our understanding of audience and access_ By includ

ing people with disabilities in our thinking about sound and multimodality, we 

eepeTur u~rstanding of audience. Rather than paying lip service to audience, 

faili~ to ~ider the needs of users with disabilities, we open ourselves up to 

more diverse and inclusive notions of audience_ For example, )ody Shipka's (2006) 

theory of multi modal soundness shows no awareness of disability, defines "access" 

merely in terms of students' access to resources (361, 371), and at times risks 

buf)'lng the concept of audience under the weight of letting students do what 

they want with their "time, talent, des1re, and access to resources" (371 )- Such an 

approach could be productively reimagfned by asking these students to consider 

the needs of more diverse audiences_ 

How to listen deeply. Asking our students and each other to caption the opening 

scene of a favorite movie, and then to compare their captions against the official 

DVD captions, can be a productive activity in deep listening_ In the classroom, 

this act1vity helps students become more acutely aware of the challenges involved 

in discriminating among multiple layers of sound, determining which sounds are 

significant, and describing nonspeech sounds in short, accessible linguistic bursts. 

(Asking students to write alternative text for images can generate a similar aware

ness of the rhetorical challenges of making images accessible to web users who 

are blind.) Deaf and hard-of-heanng students who use live captioning services in 

1S 
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the classroom can aho part c pate in and b nef1t from th s acttlflty wh n sked to 
tnt~t the VIsual field of a film chp, compare how sounds in that d•p are up. 
tiOOed both by other studenh and th 1r own tnt rpret r, nd th n evaluate the 
range of ~ngu1stiC posstbllttie\. •[A]ttuning our ears to listen again to the mult pte 
layers of meamng potenttally embedded in th same sound" 1s assocrated With ag. 
ile [Jstening (Bull and Back 2003, 3). In a small way, the a mat ur practice of dOled 
capt10n1ng can help •to clean the sludge out of [our] cars and rcgatn the talent fOf 

clatraud•ence-dean heanng" (Schafer l977, 11 ). 

Caption studic has the potential to make a number ol contnbutlom 
to the ~tud · of multimodal composition. ..aptloner and captioning 
researchers study the meanmg and igmfi anc of ound , the relatlon
sh•ps between wnting and \Ound, the .. 1 ual and typo raphic display of 
sound, the remediation of sound into wrltin , the c.halle:n es of making 
sound accessible, ambient sound and mu lc, soni int rtextuahty and 
juxtaposition, sonic aUusiom and cultural lit racy, nonstandard dtalecu 
and language varietle , and the de i n of acce ible peda ogical sound
sea pes. These topics complement and can potentially inform sound 

A RHETORICAL VIEW OF CAPTIONING 

on heavily in the next few paragraphs), the '>ilent era of cinema was a 
"golden age" for deaf audiences. 

The introduction of "talkies" in 1927 disenfranchised deaf movie
goers but also planted the '>ecds for the development of a worldwide 
~ubtitling industry that would eventually benefit deaf film audiences. 
l·.arly foreign-language subtitlers established a development process that 
persists today, along with a number of guidelines for reading speed, line 
length, matching new subs to shot changes, and timing subs to appear 
just after the start of dialogue to allow viewers to visually identify speak
ers before they start speaking (Downey 2008, 29 30). During this time, 
deaf film audiences had access to foreign films subtitled in English but 
not enough films to meet demands (J7). The creation of a program to 
make books available to blind readers on 33-rpm recording discs-the 
Talking Books project in the 1930s-inspired the development of a simi
lar program devoted to captioning films for deaf audiences (39). Deaf 
organizations-oralist and manualist-<:ame together to support film 
captionmg and, later, federal support for it (42). In the early days of 

studies in composition, ti.'Chnical communi tion, and r lated fi Ids lii.!iiiiil 
But more importantly, caption tudi can caJI ttention to our und rh· 
ing beliefs and a~}umptiom about technolo u rs and our stud nts tf 
we start from the assumption that our peda o ies and multimodal com· 
positions need to be acc~~lble, if v. e assum that not all of our stud nts 
are able-bodied digital natln~~. w can d -.elop F her, ore form 

the Captioned films for the Deaf (CFD) program, films were purchased 
that had already been tramcribed in English by professional subtitlers. 
(English transcription was a necessary step in the process of translating a 
film into a foreign language.) CFD could thus hire deaf instructors from 
Gallaudet University to work as film captioners (43), a remarkable mo
ment in the early history of captioning in which some of the very first 

more robust, and more accc Sible pedagogics, to l'i, t note "i , 
texts. We limit our theorie when w assume that aU of our tudents 
are hearing, or when l\e recognize the "important issue" of acces ib Itt) 
but simply choose not to discuss it. A robust account of sound in mul
timodal composition and technical communication must be attuned to 
the wars in which sound is mad accessible. 

A Brief History of Clo~ Captioning 

The history of closed captioning goes all the way back to the silent 
~lm ~ra of the early twentieth century. The use of protosubtitles or 
mtert•tles-"printed cards that were photographed and integrated Y.1th 
the film itself" (Downey 2008, 19)-allowed audiences to acce sand en· 
joy siJent movies regardle~s of hearing ability. As George DoYO ney (200 
ZO) puts it in his excellent history of clo ed c.aptlonlng (a text I lean 
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ione of ~ deaf were themselves deaf. The CFD captioners also N or ed o t g~lines to edit captions for reading comprehension: "the 
dialogue in a captioned film for the 0/HOH audience had to be drasti
cally modified for word difficulty and reading speed-a foot of film per 
word, at a fourth-grade reading level, was the target" (43). Editing cap
tions for comprehension, though not popular with deaf audiences in the 
United States today, would persist into the early days of TV captioning 
(Earley 1978) and through to the present, particularly in Europe where 
edited/summary captioning is still common (Schilperoord, de Groot, 
and van Son 2005). CFD was federally subsidized in 1959. Additional 
federal funding in the 1960s turned the program increasingly away from 
entertainment and towards educational media (Downey 2008, 44). 

Capt1oning advocates turned their attention to television in the late 
1960s and 1970s. Experiments in open-captioned television in the 1970s 
led, first, to captioned reruns of The French Chef with julia Child starting 
in August 1972. Open captions can't be turned off (i.e., dosed) but are 
displayed on the screen for all to sec. The Public Broadcasting System 
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